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Abstract

It has been very important to understand the change of multivariable systems to make
predictions accordingly. The goal of supervised machine learning is to build a model of
changing classes of observations depending on various variables and to make predictions
about the coming situations. Due to the fact that sports are followed by the whole world
modelling sports events and studies about predicting the results of future matches have
gained importance. In this study, match statistics of the teams in the Turkey Super League
were used, and it was examined how successfully the outcome of the match was predicted
using a decision tree, random forest, k-nearest neighbor, naive Bayes, support vector
machine. According to the tests done in Turkey Super League, the support vector machine
performs the best.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, machine learning has been one of the fastest growing fields of computer science with the data growth and large
scaled applications. In general, machine learning is unfoldment of the hidden structure in the data. Machine learning is the field
of research devoted to the formal study of learning systems. This is a highly interdisciplinary field which borrows and builds
upon ideas from statistics, computer science, engineering, cognitive science, optimization theory and many other disciplines of
science and mathematics [1].

There are several applications for Machine Learning (ML), the most significant of which is data mining [2]. Machine learning
is examined under three main headings: Supervised machine learning, unsupervised machine learning, reinforcement machine
learning. Machine learning algorithms differ from each other according to the way to get the required results. Supervised
machine learning has a algorithm that process by matching the outputs and inputs. While the system was being trained,
the outputs and inputs of each sample in data set are given. The problem with supervised machine learning is tackled as
classification problem[3].

The training set given for unsupervised leaning is the unlabeled dataset. Unsupervised learning aims at clustering, probability
density estimation, finding association among features, and dimensionality reduction. In general, an unsupervised algorithm
may simultaneously learn more than one properties listed above, and the results from unsupervised learning could be further
used for supervised learning [3].

Score prediction with machine learning has frequently been the subject of academic studies because of collecting data of
past sport events is easier than other fields with sport being followed by the whole world and the opportunities provided by
technology. Although the most of the studies is about football, basketball, baseball and American football, there are also
studies for different sports. Analyses such as athlete injury risks, ticket sales prediction, success evaluation, score prediction
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are performed. In addition to these, machine learning are utilized for specifying game strategies from sports data and making
selection athlete, trainer, equipment [4].

In modelling sport events, generally supervised machine learning algorithms such as regression models based Poisson, decision
tree, neural network and models completely explained by data are used.

2. Literature

There are many statistical and machine learning studies about modelling sports events. Linear models based on probability
distribution ise used in some of these. Another its part is tackled as a classification problem in form of predicting the match
outcome with machine learning algorithms. Harville [5] has developed one of the first linear models based on past matches data.
He used the model to predict match results. Knorr-Held [6] and Koning [7] developed models based on different statistical
eventuations with match results in the form of win-lose-draw and predicted future match results.

The number of goals scored by teams in a football match are Poisson distributed and Poisson variables of these teams depend
offensive power of one of these teams and defensive power of other team. Maher [8] developed the first Poisson-based
regression model depending the number of goals scored and conceded by the teams in the match and he used for score
prediction in football. Crowder, Dixon et.al. [9] added the time factor to the Poisson-based regression model and used to
predict football match results. After Karlis and Ntzoufras [10, 11] have done a study on score prediction in football, they made
evaluations for outcome estimation per applying the Poisson-based model to water polo.

In Poisson-based models and time series models, outcome estimations based on team strength determined by data based on
goals scored and conceded by the teams in the past matches, and in linear regression model, outcome estimations based directly
on the match results are made. Especially, Poisson-based models and time series models are used often for outcome prediction
in football matches. However factors such as foul, shot, corner, offside point, percentage of passes, possession of the ball,
goal attempt, players morale and the position of the team in the league affect the match results, accordingly these models are
inadequate in outcome estimation. Bayesian network models aim to predict match results by determining the offensive and
defensive strength of teams by considering different factors. Bayesian network models give successful results because of they
also pay regard to the relationships between variables. Rue and Salvesen [12], have used Bayesian linear model for English
Premier League. Baio and Blangiargo [13] brought a Bayesian approach to the Poisson based model and they have established
the score prediction model in football.

In modelling studies in field of sport, when the variable selection based on expert knowledge was made, the ideas that the
models give more successful results have became prominent. Josephs, Fenton et.al. [14]’s study is a good example for this.
Using 2006 FIFA World Cup data, the matches that ended together were extracted, and the winnings of the home team or the
visiting team were estimated using data based machine learning algorithms and Bayesian network based on expert knowledge.
While achieving 60% success with machine learning algorithms, 76.9% success was achieved with Bayesian networks based
on expert knowledge. Thats why Bayesian network has been stated that it is more successful in modelling. Huang [15] modeled
the Tottenhnam Hotspur’s which is Englang Premier League team game between 1995-1997 with Bayesian network. In her
study, while Bayesian networks created with the experts of the subject made prediction with 59% success, the other networks
remained in the range of 40−50%. Similarly, Constantinou et.al [16] developed Bayesian networks model based on expert
knowledge with English Premier League seasonal data. The model has been successful with high accuracy rate. Points that the
teams will collect during the season has been estimated via expert knowledge based Bayesian network model developed in
the study made by Contantinou ve Fenton [17]. It has been established that the model can be used to predict both the season
ranking and the outcome of individual matches. Karabiyik and Yet [18] developed Bayesian network model based on expert
knowledge which called FutBa for Turkey Super League. The model predicts the outcome of past and future matches with an
accuracy of 60−70%.

The use of artificial neural networks in modelling sports events is also quite common. In Purucker [19]’s study, one of the first
examples, the matches belonging to the first eight weeks of the NFL 1994 season were modeled with artificial neural networks
and it was intended to predict the winner of the NFL games. Back-propagation network model predicts with 60.7% accuracy.
Kahn [20] developed artificial neural networks model with data from 2003 NFL season in first 14 week and that model has
achieved 75% success in predicting seasonal averages at 14th week. McCabe and Trevathan [21] modeled rugby matches with
artificial neural networks. Tests were applied out for four different rugby leagues in their study. The model succeeded between
54% and 65%.

Various machine learning algorithms have been used in modelling sport events. Hamadoni [22] used logistic regression and
support vector machine algorithms in NFL for predict which team winning game from 2003 to 2005 seasons. In comparison
made by Hamadoni, support vector machine algorithm has shown a test success rate of 67.08% for 2003, 61.37% for 2004,
65.83% for 2005. Similarly Sierra, Forco et.al. [23] have developed support vector machine model and logistic regression
model to predict the NFL game results. Linear support vector machine algorithm was more successful than logistic regression
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model and other support vector machine models. Smith, Lipscomb et.al. [24] used naive Bayes algorithms to predict which
team wins in MLB (Major League Baseball) and they tested with passed matches data between 1967 and 2006. The model
predicted winners 80% correctly. Hucaljuk ve Rakipovic [25] modeled 96 matches in UEFA Champions League using 30
features with different machine learning algorithms. Models have shown success rate between 60% and 50%. Cao [26]
modeled with NBA data from 2006 to 2010 seasons. Logistic regression made predictions with 67.82% accuracy, support
vector machine made predictions with ½67.22%½ accuracy, multilayer perceptron neural network made predictions with
66.67% accuracy and naive Bayes made predictions with 65.82% accuracy. Yezus [27] modeled English Premier League
ames using 9 features with k-nearest neighbors and random forest algorithms. Models have shown success rate 55.8% and
63.4% respectively. Ulmer and Hernandez [28] also modeled English Premier Leauge. Linear classification model they
developed has achieved 48% success. Support vector machine model predicted with 50% accuracy and random forest model
made predictions with 50% accuracy. Karaoğlu [29] modeled 16 different league with data from 2013-2014 season and
2015-2016 season using machine learning algorithms. The best model performance was 52%. Vaidya, Sanghavi et.al. [30] also
modeled English Premier League using data from 2006 to 2010 seasons with logistic regression, random forest and naive Bayes
algorithms. The models have shown 49.37%, 47.11% and 47.11% success respectively. Soto Valero [31] aimed to assess the
predictive capabilities of four machine learning methods for predicting outcomes in MLB regular season games and he used
k-nearest neighbors, artificial neural network, support vector machine algorithms. As a result of him study, it was revealed that
the classification algorithms make more successful predictions than regression models. The support vector machine model
from four machine learning algorithms was the most successful model by making predictions with approximately 60% accuracy.

In this study decision tree, random forest, k-nearest neighbors, naive Bayes, support vector machine will be used from
supervised machine learning algorithms in the modelling of Turkish Super League. This paper has a unique structure due to
the variety of algorithms used in this study and the lack of modelling studies in Turkey Football League.

3. Method

Each observation used by machine learning algorithms is represented with the same variable set. Variables in the variable set
can have different structures such as categorical, continuous or bivalent. When one of the variables is considered as output and
the others are also considered as inputs, if the label of output variable of the observations is known it is supervised machine
learning method. Supervised machine learning methods are called as classification algorithms because of supervised machine
learning methods works with labeled dataset. The main purpose of supervised machine learning is that build model that can
predict the class values of the test set with training set.

In supervised machine learning, the training data with labeled output variable is processed with machine learning algorithms
and thus a prediction model is created. The model is tested using unlabeled test data and the class labels of observations in test
data is predicted. This process has been shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Supervised machine learning process

In this study, decision tree, random forest, k-nearest neighbor, naive Bayes, support vector machine widely used have been
concentrated.

3.1. Decision tree

Decision tree is one of the commonly used supervised machine learning methods in classification. In this case, its properties
such as simplicity of implementation, understandability, no using parameters, availability for mixed data types, being faster
than other methods plays a role. Despite these positive properties, decision tree algorithm contains some problems. Not
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possible to obtain outputs containing more than one feature, causing changeable results, being sensitive to small alterations,
giving complex output for numerical dataset are some of these problems.

In decision trees, it is aimed to create a tree according to the features of the data in the training set. Decision trees decide
which class new data belongs by determining separation rules based on historical data. It acts on questions and answers and it
creates rules by combining asked questions with answers. It can also be said that the resulting tree is set of rules consisting
of many if-then. When it is decided which variable in the data to start asking question, the related variable creates the root
node of the tree. Starting from the root node, new node are created according to the answers received by asking questions
whose answer in the dataset. Then, each node is split up two node or more. If new question can not be asked after the node are
created, branching is over [32].
As a result of this process, a classification tree as in Table 1 is obtained.

Figure 3.2: Decision tree structure

There are various decision tree algorithms that differ according to the criteria they use. First, Automatic Interaction Detector
(AID) was used in decision tree applications. Then many algorithms were developed. The main ones are CART (Classification
and Regression Trees), CHAID (Chi-Squared Automatic Interaction Detector), Exhaustive CHAID (Chi-Squared Automatic
Interaction Detection), ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3), C4.5, MARS (Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines), QUEST
(Quick, Unbiased, Efficient Statistical Tree), C5.0, SLIQ (Supervised Learning in Quest), SPRINT (Scalable Parallelizable
Induction of Decision Trees).

3.2. Random forest

In multivariate different data groups, the success of classifier varies. In this situation, it can be efficient to use single classifier
in terms of results. Ensemble algorithms uses sets of classifier together instead of a classifier to resolve the problem. The most
common of these are bagging, boosting and random forest.
Random forest comprises of the union of many decision trees. Trees are formed by drawing independently from each other
with boostrap method. After the trees are voted by one, the winning classifier is chosen. Random forest determines variables to
use in branching by selecting the randomly choosed m pieces from all the data in the data set. m is usually taken as the square
root of the variable number. The advantage of random forest over the bagging algorithm is that it puts randomness into training
stage [33].

Random forest algorithm can be used for purposes such as finding error rate of the algorithm, determining the importance
levels of variable, specifying the outliers and detecting the missing value.
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In random forest, if the original data set does not have a test set of its own, from the original dataset n samples are selected by
the bootstrap method. 2/3 of each sample is used to create tree and the remaining 1/3 is used to calculate the error rate. If
the original data set has its own test set, error rate of this test can also be calculated with the set. The variable that gives the
best information among the randomly selected variables from the training set is used as the branching variable. These are
performed simultaneously and iterated until the most successful tree is obtained. The flow chart of this process is given in
Figure 3.3 below.

Figure 3.3: The random forest flow chart, [34]

3.3. k – nearest neighbor

k-nearest neighbor is a non-parametric, sample based classification algorithm. k-nearest neighbor is predicated on the principle
that samples which are close to each other will be similar. When an sample without a class label is given, a sample space based
on the classifier k created with k-nearest neighbor algorithm is created and if which class is repeated mostly in this sample
space, this observation is assigned that class label. It would be appropriate to visualize it as in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.4: k-nearest neighbor classification visualization

The chose of k is very important. However there is no optimal k value, its value varies according to the nature of the problem.
The chose of k effects the performance of k-nearest neighbor algorithm. If k is small value, it causes classification error. This
problem can be solved by choosing a greater k. If k is great value, the proportion of classes at a specified distance will decrease
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and the instances of other classes will gain the majority. This is also causes a classification error again. It can be solved by
choosing a smaller k [35].

3.4. Naive Bayes algorithms

Naive Bayes networks are the simplest Bayesian networks. Naive Bayes classifier is composed without a cyclical relationship
with only one parent and several children with a strong assumption of independence among child nodes in the context of their
parent.

Accordingly, for example, the naive bayes network for the data set consisting of one output variable and four input variables
should be handled as in the Table 2. This input variables affect the output variable independently of each other.

Figure 3.5: Naive Bayes algorithm network

The naive Bayes is based on Bayes Theorem. As part of the theorem, naive Bayes algorithm makes predictions by calculating
the probabilities of classes with the probabilities obtained from a labeled training set. Bayes Theorem is shown below.

P(Y |X) =
P(X |Y )P(Y )

P(X)

where, Y : Some hypothesis, such that data tuple X belongs to specified class C, X : Some evidence, describe by measure on set
of attributes, P(Y |X): The posterior probability that the hypothesis H holds given the evidence X , P(Y ): Prior probability of H,
independent on X , P(X |Y ): The posterior probability that of X conditioned on H. The algorithm calculates the following two
probabilities and compares them.

R =
P(m|X)

P(n|X)
=

P(m)P(X |m)

P(n)P(X |n)
=

P(m)∏P(X |m)

P(n)∏P(X |n)
.

As a result of comparing these probabilities, predicted class label is the class of higher probability. If R > 1, prediction is
m, otherwise prediction is n. The major advantage of the naive Bayes classifier is its short computational time for training.
In addition, since the model has the form of a product, it can be converted into a sum through the use of logarithms with
significant consequent computational advantages. It does not need any complicated iterative parameter estimation schemes, so
can be applied to large data set. Easy interpretation of knowledge representation. It is also easy to present and understand due
to the interpretation of knowledge representation is easy. It may not be best classifier in any particular application, but it does
well and robust. Otherwise, naive Bayes has some disadvantages. Theoretically, naive Bayes classifier have minimum error
rate comparing to other classifier, but practically it is not always true, because of assumption of class conditional independence
and the lack of available probability data. It has less accurate compare to other classifier [36]-[38].

3.5. Support vector machine

Support vector machines are one of the most powerful supervised machine learning algorithms. In addition, it has many
application fields such as classification, regression, variable selection, detection of outliers. Support vector machine is algorithm
that revolve around the notion of margin and create optimal separating hyperplane according to this. Margin is the distance
between the hyperplane and the closest observation point on any side of the plane. The classifier chooses hyperplane in
accordance the data used to detect optimum margin. It is examined as cases where data is separated completely linear and data
can not be separated linearly [39]. SVM searches for the optimal separating hyperplane that correctly classifies the data as
shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: The optimal seperating hyperplane for linearly seperable data [38]

In real world problem, linearly separated data are not encountered. In this case support vector machine can not use linear
learning and it is extended to learn non-linear decision onto a high dimensional sample space using Kernel functions. The
common Kernel functions are used in support vector machine are linear, polynomial, radial, sigmoid. In case of the data can
not be separated linearly, the support vector machine illustration designed using Kernel functions is shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of nonlinear support vector mavhine consept [41]

Support vector machine has a sturdy theoretical basis. It requires only examples and is insensitive to the size. Support vector
machine is the best algorithm to classify the members of two classes in the training set. It is less prone to overfilling than other
methods. However, it is computationally expensive and tedious. It learns extremely slow. Its results may be poorly interpreted.
[36, 40]

4. Data management

Modelling Turkey football matches with supervised machine learning algorithms using Turkey Super Lig data and comparison
of prediction success of the models are aimed. The study is carried out in R Studio.

4.1. Data collection

The data is taken from WhoScored.com. Turkey Super Lig 2018-2019 season statistics have been used. There are 612
observations belong to 306 matches played during Turkey Super Lig 2018-2019 season. Each observation consists of 14
variables. These variables are team name and the match results in form of win-lose-draw, home ownership, number of goal,
number of offside, percentage of pass, crossing, ball hawking, number of shot, goal conversion rate, possession of the ball,
number of red-card, number of yellow-card, number of foul.
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4.2. Data arrangement

Choosing the variables to be used in organizing data is very important. It can be explained with two subject. The first one is
the requirement for the model to be simple. Second, using significant variables in the model can show a more meaningful
model performance.

The first thing to look at is the correlation between variables. In consequence of determination of correlation between number of
goal and goal conversion rate with percentage of pass and possession of the ball, goal conversion rate and possession of the ball
variables have left out of analysis. After controlling correlation, choosing the variables should be made. There is various variable
selection method can be used. The methods can be organized into three categories, depending on how they combine the feature
selection search with the construction of the classification model: filter methods, wrapper methods and embedded methods [42].

Forward selection method has been used in the study. Forward selection algorithm works in the way deciding the final model,
starting from empty model, adding each variable. The model involved all variables has been decided. The variables in the
processed data set are given below.

Figure 4.1: Descriptive statistics of the variables
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Dependent variable:
result (0: Lose, 1: Win, 2: Draw)

Independent variables:
team (Teams in Turkey Super Lig 2018-2019 season)
home ownership (0: No, 1: Yes)
goal (The number of goals a team scored in the match )
offside (The number of offside a team has committed in the match)
pass (The pass rate of a team in the match)
crossing (The number of opponents passed by a team player without losing the ball)
hawking (The number of times a team takes the ball from opponent)
shot (The number of shot for a team in a match)
red (The number of red card a team committed in the match)
yellow (The number of yellow card a team committed in the match)
fault (The number of fouls a team has committed in the match)

5. Model building

It is aspired to classify the match results belonged to the teams in form of win/lose/draw through the instrument of other match
statistics. Hence classification algorithms from supervised machine learning algorithms that suitable for the purpose of study
are used. At this stage prediction model will be developed using decision tree, random forest, k-nearest neighbors, naive Bayes,
support vector machine algorithms. Data set consisting of 612 observations is divided into 75% training set and 25% test set to
use in modelling.

5.1. Decision trees algorithms

The variables given in the data management phase have been used in analysis. The CART algorithm from decision tree have
been applied to the data. Because of the dependent variable is categorical, the Gini criterion was chosen as the classification
scale. The tree structure that minimizes the error rates and maximizes the classification success was specified applying 10-fold
cross validation test. As a consequence of the analysis, it is determined that the most important variable affecting the class
variable which is dependent variable is goal. Team and pass variables supervene on goal. When classification success was
controlled, the accuracy rate was found to be 60.1%. Respectively, sensitivity values of the classes are 52.2%, 79.3%, 41.3%
and selectivity values of the classes are 80.7%, 86.6%, 73.8%. These are given in Table 1.

Lose Win Draw
Sensitivity 0.5227 0.7937 0.4130
Selectivity 0.8073 0.8667 0.7383

Table 1: Decision tree sensitivity and selectivity values

5.2. Random forest algorithms

Although the random forest algorithm is onerous, because of data management is done in previous stages, the algorithm has
been simply applied to the data. After the necessary libraries are loaded in R Studio, the codes are written using the parameters
in random forest package to train model. Then the fitting codes is written. When classification success was controlled, the
accuracy rate was found to be 60.1%. Respectively, sensitivity values of the classes are 61.3%, 79%, 34% and selectivity
values of the classes are 75.2%, 87.9%, 78.3%. These are given below in table. The results obtained are given in Table 2.

Lose Win Draw
Sensitivity 0.6136 0.7903 0.3404
Selectivity 0.7523 0.8791 0.7830

Table 2: Random forest sensitivity and selectivity values

5.3. k-nearest neighbors algorithms

The variables given in the data management phase have been used in analysis. As a result of cross validation control, the
optimum value for k is decided to be 7. Right after classification, it is fixed that the accuracy rate of the model is 42.4%.
Respectively, sensitivity values of the classes are 30.6%, 58%, 41.4% ve and selectivity values of the classes are 72.5%, 67.3%,
73.2% These are given below in table. The results obtained are given in Table 3.
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Lose Win Draw
Sensitivity 0.3065 0.5800 0.4146
Selectivity 0.7253 0.6736 0.7321

Table 3: k-nearest neighbors sensitivity and selectivity values

5.4. Naive Bayes algorithms

After data management phase, football data is separated as training set and test set. In the system the data has been classified
with R Studio packages required for naive Bayes algorithm based upon the labeled class data. Then the classes of the unlabeled
observation in test set has been predicted via the naive Bayes model. The classification success is determined as 55.6%.
Respectively, sensitivity values of the classes are 33.3%, 90.7%, 37.9% and selectivity values of the classes are 72.5%, 86.9%,
74.7%. These are given below in Table 4.

Lose Win Draw
Sensitivity 0.3333 0.9074 0.3788
Selectivity 0.7250 0.8687 0.7471

Table 4: Naive bayes sensitivity and selectivity values

5.5. Support vector machine algorithms

The system is modeled with the train data set using support vector machines algorithm. After the modelling of the system is
completed, the basis function of support vector machines is improved in accordance with the model, radial kernel function has
been used. Train and test errors vary related to gamma and cost values used in the function. With the calculations, the best
gamma and cost values were found. The ideal situation would be that there be no training errors and minimal test errors. The
aim is to make both minimums and thus the best classification model will be developed. Support vector machine training was
repeated using best gamma and cost values. The model was accepted and controls were made with the test set. Accuracy rate
was found to be 61.4% when the classification success was monitored(control). Sensitivity rates for lose, win, draw are 49.2%,
86%, 42.4%, and the selectivity rates are 85.6%, 86.5%, 72.5%, respectively. The classification results obtained are shown in
Table 5.

Lose Win Draw
Sensitivity 0.3333 0.9074 0.3788
Selectivity 0.7250 0.8687 0.7471

Table 5: Support vector machine sensitivity and selectivity values

5.6. Model comparison

In this study, we aimed to apply supervised machine learning algorithms to the field of sports and to evaluate the performance
of the models through it. While evaluating the success of the models, accuracy, sensitivity and selectivity measures were used.
The output which we get from these metrics is the complexity matrix. In the complexity matrix, there is a case of comparing
the predicted groups made by a classification algorithm with the real-case groups. A complexity matrix is shown in the table.
TP defines true-positive, TN indicates the true-negative which represents the correct number of classified samples. FP means
false-positive. It shows that the positively predicted samples are in the negative class. FN means false negative and gives the
number of samples that were predicted negatively when in fact in the positive class. Generally, the diagonal of the complexity
matrix gives the number of correctly estimated samples, while the others give the number of incorrectly estimated samples.

Table 6: Confusion matrix
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The accuracy rate used in measuring model success is the ratio of the number of correctly classified samples to the total number
of samples.

Accuracy =
T P+T N

T P+T N +FP+FN
.

Sensitivity is indicated the ratio of the number of correctly classified positive samples to the total number of positive samples.

Sensitivity =
T P

T P+FN
.

The selectivity criterion used to measure the success of the model is explained as the ratio of the number of correctly classified
negative samples to the total number of negative samples.

Selectivity =
T N

T N +FP
.

6. Performance measure

The confusion matrices of the models were given in detail during the model building phase. At this stage, the accuracy rates
are shown in the table below in order to compare the models. As a result of the tests, the best performing model was support
vector machine, while the worst performing was k-nearest neighbor.

Accuracy Rate
Decision tree model 0.6013072
Random forest model 0.6013072
k-Nearest neighbor model 0.4248366
Naive Bayes model 0.5555556
Support Vector Machine Model 0.6143791

Table 7: Performance of classification algorithms

In order to evaluate the models correctly, it is necessary to pay attention to the working area. Football is a sport that affected
by a wide variety of factors. At the same time, according to experts, Turkey Super League teams are not very stable as team
success. Teams that are the leaders of the league may suddenly show low performance and risk falling to lower ranks. In
addition, there are major differences between the top three and the last three of the league. All of these pose a big problem
in predicting the match results. Therefore, 61.4% success in terms of this study is a satisfactory result. Such as the English
Premier League teams which are more stable and more homogeneous structure in themselves can show better model success
within the same scope studies.

7. Results

Machine learning algorithms have diversified in progress of time and have been applied to different fields. Correspondingly,
studies on which of the algorithms are more successful have a great place in literature. Although there are so many studies
on the success of the algorithms, no consensus could be reached on this issue. There may be various reasons of that, but the
main reason is even if a study is not an unique, each study has its idiosyncratic structure. Factors such as the data source used
in the study, the preprocessing method, parameters used in the algorithms form the structure of the study and these affect
the performance of the process. Therefore, it is normal for studies to give different results, assessments should be made by
considering these.

In this study, modelling sport events via classification methods and comparison of the prediction success of the models are
aimed. In line with this purpose, the five of supervised machine learning algorithms are commonly used in literature were
applied. These are decision tree, random forest, k-nearest neighbor, naive Bayes and support vector machine algorithms. As a
result of the test, it has been determined that support vector machines have the best performance with 64% success rate.

Considering this study and experimental studies in the literature, it is not possible to talk about the superiority of any algorithm
over another. However, comparison of the models in solving a problem contributes both of the study and academic literature in
the terms of consequences.
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8. Discussion

The use of machine learning is getting common of sports area. Therefore, a lots of algorithm been developed and improved has
a wide place in literature. Linear models, Poisson-based models, time series models used frequently in the beginning. As a
result of the inadequacy of these models in predicting outcomes, Bayesian networks have gained importance and then Bayesian
networks based on expert knowledge have showed off themselves. Joseph, Fenton et.al. predicted which of the home team and
guest team will win with 2006 FIFA World Cup data’s by removing the draw status from the data’s. In their study while other
supervised machine learning algorithms have shown 60% success, Bayesian networks were 76.9% successful. In this regard
one of studies in Turkey is FutBa Model based on expert knowledge is developed by Karabiyik and Yet in 2019. The model
has estimated with success rates in the range 60−70%. If the studies concentrated on supervised machine learning is viewed,
Hucalijuk and Rakipovic’s study draw attention. They modeled UEFA Champions League games and they made estimation in
the range of 50−60%. Secondly, Yezus used k- nearest neighbor and random forest algorithms in 2014 to predict English
Premier League results. The models have shown 55.8% and 68.4% estimation success. The same year Ulmer and Fernandez
modeled English Premier League in their study. Linear classification model 48%, support vector machines 50%, random forest
50% were successful. Vaidya, Sanghavi et.al. modeled English Premier League for 2006-2010 seasons with logistic regression,
random forest and naive Bayes algorithms. The accuracy of these models was 49.37%, 47.11%, 47.11% respectively. These
are some examples about soccer from literature, nevertheless there is no consensus could be reached on the success of the
models. In this study, sport events were modeled with five supervised machine learning algorithms which are decision tree,
k-nearest neighbor, naive Bayes, support vector machine. After the test, it has been observed that support vector machine with
61.4% have the best performance. Consequently, it is not possible to talk about the superiority of any algorithm over another.
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